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~ 1. Introduetion. 

Let S be a cIass of rings. We shall say that a ring R is an S-ring if R is in 

S. An ideal J of a ring R is called an S-ideal if J is an S-ring. A ring which 

contains no non-zero S-ideal is said to be S-semi-simple. We shall call S a 

γadical property if the foIlowing three conditions hold: 

(A) A homomorphic image of an S-ring is an S-ring. 

(B) Every ring R contains a largest S-ideal S(R). 

(C) The quotient ring R/S(R) is S-semi-simple. 

The largest S-ideal S(R) of a ring R is caIled the S-radical of R; and if S(R) 
= R, then R is called an S-radical ring [1] , [2] , [3]. 

Let S be a radical property, and let α be the class of a Il simple rings. Then 

S partitions a into two disjoint classes: αl' the upper cIass, consisting of all 

S-semi-simple rings of a; and α2' the lower cIass consisting of all S-radical 

rings of a. Conversely, if (αl' α2) is any partition of α with isomorphic rings 

in the same class, then there exists a radical property S such that every ring 

in α1 is an S-semi-simple ring, and every ring in α2 is an S-radicaI ring [2] , 

[3]. However, the class of all simple rings is not the only class having this 

property. The purpose of this paper is to extend thc class of rings enjoying 

this property. 

~ 2. 

Given a class M of rings with the property that every non-zero ideal of a ring 

in M can be mapped homomorphicaIly onto some non-zero ring of M , Iet SM 

be the cIass of aIl rings which cannot be mapped homomorphically onto any 

non-zero ring of M. Then SM' the upper radical property determincd by M , is 

thc largest radical property such that every ring in M is semi-simpIe. 
ln [4] the lower radical property was constructed for any cIass α of rings. 

Thc construction was as foIlows: Lct α bc a class of rings from a category C of 

rings, and lct α be the cIass of all homomorphic imagcs of rings in α. For 
each ring R in C, lct D (R) be thc set of all idcals of R. Inductivcly we definc 
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Dn+l (R) to be the set of a Il rings which are ideals of rings in Dn(R) , i. e. , Q 
c。

(ÇDn+l (R) if and only if Q is an ideal of a ring in DμR). Setting D(R) = U Dn 
n=l 

(R) , a ring R is called an Sa-ring if Ð(R/I) contains a non-zcro ring which 

is isomorphic to a ring in α for each ideal [ of R and 1 -:F- R. Thcn Sa is the 

smallcst radical property for which every ring in α is a radical ring. 

THEOREM. Let a be a class of rings μIhich satisfies the followz'ng two 

coηditions: 

(1) If R (Ç α and 1 is a proper ideal of R, theη 1 is isomorPhic to R. 

(2) If R (Ç α and R/I is not isomorPhz'c to R, theχ R/[ is ηot isomorPhic to 
a%y yz·ηg iη α. 

Then for aηy radical property S, every η0%-zero rhrg iη a is ez'ther aη S-ra

dical ring or aη S-semi-simple ring. Moreover, for any partitz'oη (αl' a2) of a 
with isomorphz"c rings in the same class; if S is the upper radical property deter

mined by a
1 

or the lower radz'cal property determined by α2' theη each riηg 쩌 

a1 is S-semi-simple and each riηg iη α2 is S-radical. 

NOTE. The foIlowing are examples of rings which satisfy (1) and (2). 
1. The class of all simple rings. 

2. Any class fB of simple rings. 

3. fB U {C∞}/({Zp: p=2, 3, 5, …} U (R: R is isomorphic to Zp for some prime p)). 

whcrc C∞ is the zero ring of integers, and Z p is the zero ring of integers modulo 

a prime number p. 

We also note: 

(3) lf a ring R has property (1) , and R is isomorphic to a ring R', then R' 
also has property (1). 

ln the proof of the theorem we employ the following notation. 

R ~ R' denotes: The rings R and R' are isomorphic. 

I 드 R denotes: [ is an ideal of the ring R. 

j 

、

0 , (depending upon the context in which it appears) , denotes: either the 

zero ring or the zero ideal of a ring. 

PROOF OF THEOREM. By (1), for any radical property S, every non-zero 
ring R in a is either S-radical or S-semi-simple. For let 0 낯 R ε α， then since 

S(R) is an ideal of R, wc have by (1) that S(R) ::::::; R, in which case R is 

S-radical; or S(R) =0, in which case R is S-semi-simplc. 
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Next, let (띤， α2) be a partition of α with isomorphic rings in the same 

class, and 1et Sa2 be the 10wer radica1 property (as constructed in [4] deter

mined by α2' Then each ring in α2 is an Sa2 -radica1 ring. Now if R f a n Saa 

then R is an Sa2-radical ring so that D(R/O) contains a non-zcro ring which 

is isomorphic to a ring in a2• Then D(R) containsa non-zero ring 1 which is 

isomorphic to a ring in a 2, i. e. , 1 -;:::; A/ K where A ε a'}, and K 드 A. 1ιet η be 

the smallest positive integer such that 1 is in Dn(R). Then there exlsts a finite oot 

{]j: i=l , 2. …, η} of rings with 1j f D ;CR) fori = 1, 2, …, η and1{+1~1j fori= 

1, …, η-1 and 1 n::= 1. Thus 0 낯 I=1,,-:;,1n_1 -:;",,-:;,11 -:;, R. By (1) we have 11 -;:::;R. 

From (3) and (1) it then follows that I=1n -;:::; 1"-1 -;:::; ... -;:::; 11 -;:::; R, i.e. , 1응R 

and so R -;:::; A/K. But R f a and A f a 2 so that by (2) we have A -;:::; AIK; 

whence R -;:::; A and R f α2' Hence, we see that every non-zero ring in α1 is Saa 

-semi-simp1e. 

By (1) every non-zero ideal of a ring in α1 can be mapped homomorphically 

onto some non-zero rino in αl' Hence we can construct the upper radica1 pro

perty S al determined by αl' and every ring in α1 is Sal-semi-simp1e. Now 1et 

0 -,1: R be in α and be Sal-semi-simp1e. Then there exists a non-zero ring A in 

a 1 and an ideal 1 OÏ R such that R/I 는 A. But Rfa. and Afα1 Therefore, by 

(2) , R/I -;:::; R and so R -;:::; A, i. e. , R ε a
1

• Thus every non-zero ring in a 2 must 

be an Sal-radica1 ring. This comp1etes the proof of the theorem. 
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